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Abstract— Quality of a digital image is often reduced by 

noise in various phases of image processing like Image 

Acquisition and Image Transmission. Image denoising is 

used to remove noise as well as to preserve information 

content as much as possible. Image denoising has received 

much concern for decades but it still a bottleneck for 

researchers. There are several methods and techniques 

published and each method has its own advantages, 

disadvantages and assumptions. In this paper basic noise 

model is introduced and different denoising methods are 

compared against different parameters.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Digital images plays very significant role in our daily 

routine like satellite television, computer resonance imaging 

and in area of research and technology. Image sensors 

collect the data sets which are contaminated by noise due to 

imperfect instruments, disturbed natural phenomenon can all 

degrade the quality of data of interest. Noise can also be 

introduced in images due to transmission and compression 

of images. Thus; image denoising is the necessary and 

foremost step for image analysis.  

Very large portion of digital image processing is 

deployed in image restoration. Image restoration is the 

removal or reduction of degradations which occurred while 

the image is being obtained [1]. Degradation in image 

comes from blurring as well as noise due to electronic and 

photometric sources. Blurring is a form of bandwidth 

reduction of the image caused by the imperfect image 

formation process such as relative motion between the 

camera and the original scene or by an optical system that is 

out of focus [2]. When aerial photographs are produced for 

remote sensing purposes, blurs are introduced by 

atmospheric turbulence, aberrations in the optical system 

and relative motion between camera and ground. In addition 

to these blurring effects, the recorded image is corrupted by 

noises too. A noise is introduced in the transmission 

medium due to a noisy channel, errors during the 

measurement process and during quantization of the data for 

digital storage. Each element in the imaging chain such as 

lenses, film, digitizer, etc. contributes to the degradation.  

Image denoising is often used in the field of 

photography or publishing where an image was somehow 

degraded but needs to be improved before it can be printed. 

Image denoising finds applications in fields such as 

astronomy where the resolution limitations are severe, in 

medical imaging where the physical requirements for high 

quality imaging are needed for analyzing images of unique 

events, and in forensic science where potentially useful 

photographic evidence is sometimes of extremely bad 

quality [2]. A two-dimensional digital image can be 

represented as a 2-dimensional array of data s(x, y), where 

(x, y) represent the pixel location. The pixel value 

corresponds to the brightness of the image at location (x, y). 

Some of the most frequently used image types are binary, 

gray-scale and color images [3]. Binary images are the 

simplest type of images and can attain only two discrete 

values, black and white. Black is represented with the value 

„0‟ while white with „1‟. Normally a binary image is 

generally created from a gray-scale image. A binary image 

finds applications in computer vision areas where the 

general shape or outline information of the image is needed. 

They are also referred to as 1 bit/pixel images. 

Gray-scale images are known as monochrome or 

one-color images. They contain no color information. They 

represent the brightness of the image. An image containing 

8 bits/pixel data means that it can have up to 256 (0-255) 

different brightness levels. A „0‟ represents black and „255‟ 

denotes white. In between values from 1 to 254 represent the 

different gray levels. As they contain the intensity 

information, they are also referred to as intensity images. 

Color images are considered as three band 

monochrome images, where each band is of a different 

color. Each band provides the brightness information of the 

corresponding spectral band. Typical color images are red, 

green and blue images and are also referred to as RGB 

images. This is a 24 bits/pixel image. 

II. CLASSIFICATION OF NOISE  

Noise is the undesirable effects produced in the image. 

During image acquisition or transmission, several factors are 

responsible for introducing noise in the image. Depending 

on the type of disturbance, the noise can affect the image to 

different extent. Generally our focus is to remove certain 

kind of noise. So we identify certain kind of noise and apply 

different algorithms to remove the noise. Image noise can be 

classified as Impulse noise (Salt-and-pepper noise), 

Amplifier noise (Gaussian noise), Shot noise, Quantization 

noise (uniform noise), Film grain, on-isotropic noise, 

Multiplicative noise (Speckle noise) and Periodic noise. 

A. Photon Noise: 

Poisson or shot photon noise is the noise that can cause, 

when number of photons sensed by the sensor is not 

sufficient to provide detectable statistical information [4]. 

This noise has root mean square value proportional to square 

root intensity of the image. Different pixels are suffered by 

independent noise values. At practical grounds the photon 

noise and other sensor based noise corrupt the signal at 

different proportions [3]. Figure 4 shows the result of adding 

Poisson noise. 

 
Fig. 1: Original Input Image 
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Fig. 2: Image with Poisson noise 

B. Impulse Noise: 

The term impulse noise is also used for this type of noise 

[2]. Other terms are spike noise, random noise or 

independent noise. Black and white dots appear in the image 

[5] as a result of this noise and hence salt and pepper noise. 

This noise arises in the image because of sharp and sudden 

changes of image signal. Dust particles in the image 

acquisition source or over heated faulty components can 

cause this type of noise. Image is corrupted to a small extent 

due to noise. Fig 3. Show the effect of this noise on the 

original image (Fig 1).  

 
Fig. 3: Image with Impulse noise 

C. Speckle Noise: 

This noise can be modeled by random value multiplications 

with pixel values of the image and can be expressed as 

J = I + n*I 

Where, J is the speckle noise distribution image, I 

is the input image and n is the uniform noise image by mean 

o and variance v. This noise deteriorates the quality of active 

radar and Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) [4] images. This 

noise is originated because of coherent processing of back 

scattered signals from multiple distributed points. Mean 

filters are good for Gaussian noise and uniform noise. Fig 4, 

shows the effect of adding speckle noise 

 
Fig. 4: Image with Speckle noise 

D. Gaussian Noise 

The term normal noise model is the synonym of Gaussian 

noise. This noise model is additive in nature [4] and follow 

Gaussian distribution. Meaning that each pixel in the noisy 

image is the sum of the true pixel value and a random, 

Gaussian distributed noise value. The noise is independent 

of intensity of pixel value at each point. The PDF of 

Gaussian random variable is given by:  

P(x) = 1/ (σ√2π) *e(x-μ)2 / 2σ 2 -∞ < 0 <∞ 

Where: P(x) is the Gaussian distribution noise in 

image; μ and σ is the mean and standard deviation 

respectively. Figure 5, shows the effect of adding Gaussian 

noise to Figure 1, with zero mean  

 
Fig. 5: Image with Gaussion noise 

III. CLASSIFICATION OF IMAGEDENOISING TECHNIQUES  

There are two categories for image denoising:-a) Spatial 

filtering methods b) Transform domain filtering methods. 

A. Spatial Filtering: 

This is the traditional way to remove the noise from the 

digital images to employ the spatial filters. Spatial domain 

filtering is further classified into linear filters and non-linear 

filters [6]. 

1) Non-Linear Filters: 

In Non-Linear filters, noise can be removed without 

identifying it exclusively. It employs a low-pass filtering on 

the assumption that noise always occupies a higher region of 

spectrum frequency. It removes the noise to very large extent 

but at the cost of blurring of images. Rank conditioned 

selection [9], weighted median [8], relaxed median [10] have 

been developed over recent years to cover up some of the 

drawbacks. 

2) Non-Linear Filters: 

In Non-Linear filters, noise can be removed without 

identifying it exclusively. It employs a low-pass filtering on 

the assumption that noise always occupies a higher region of 

spectrum frequency 

B. Transform Domain Filtering: 

The transform domain filtering methods can be subdivided 

according to the choice of the basis functions. The basis 

functions can be further classified as data adaptive and non-

adaptive. Non-adaptive transforms are discussed first since 

they are more popular. 

1) Wavelet Domain 

Filtering operations in the wavelet domain can be subdivided 

into linear and nonlinear methods. 

a) Linear Filter: 

If the signal corruption can be modelled as gaussian process, 

Linear filters such as Weiner filter can give the optimal 

result and mean square error (MSE) [14,15].is the accuracy 

criterion. However, if we design a filter on this assumption, 

this results in a filtered image which is very displeasant than 

the original noisy signal even though it considerably reduces 

the MSE.In [16] a wavelet domain spatially adaptive Weiner 
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Filtering is proposed in which intrascale filtering is not 

allowed in any case. 

b) Non Linear Threshold Filtering: 

The most researched domain in denoising using wavelet 

transform is the non-linear coefficient thresholding based 

method. This exploits the fact of the sparsity problem of 

wavelet transform and maps white noise in the signal 

domain to white noise in the transform domain. Thus, white 

signal energy is more concentrated into transform domain, 

noise energy cannot be accumulated. So, this is the very 

effective method of noise removal from signal. The method 

which removes the small coefficients while others are 

untouched, is known as Hard Thresholding [5].In this 

process, certain blips occurred which are also known as 

Artifacts which shows the unsuccessful attempts to remove 

moderately large noise coefficients. To cover the demerits of 

Hard Thresholding, Wavelet transform soft thresholding was 

also introduced in [5].In this, the coefficients greater than 

threshold are limited by the absolute value of threshold 

itself. Techniques other than soft thresholding are semi-soft 

thresholding and Garrot Thresholding [6].   

1) Non Adaptive Thresholds: 

VISUShrink [12] is non-adaptive universal threshold which 

is completely dependent on number of data points. It 

suggests the best performance in terms of MSE, when the 

pixel number reached infinity. It yields the smooth images 

because its threshold value is quite large due to its 

dependency on the number of pixels in image. 

2) Adaptive Thresholds: 

SUREShrink performs better than VISUShrink. Cross 

validation [19] replaces wavelet coefficient with the average 

of its neighbours to minimise the component i.e. generalised 

Cross validation (GCV) which provides the optimum 

threshold for each and every coefficient. 

One assumption that can be possible when we 

distinguish the noise and signal, the coefficients magnitudes 

are violated. Under these conditions, spatial configuration of 

neighbouring coefficients can plan a significant role in 

classification of signal and noise respectively. Noise 

coefficients can scatter randomly while signal makes the 

meaningful configurations.  

c) Non-orthogonal wavelet transforms: 

For decomposing the signal to provide visually better 

solution, Undecimated Wavelet transform (UDWT) can be 

used. It is shift invariant and avoids the defects and 

artifacts.Thus, largest improvements were there in results 

but computations overhead makes it less usable .In [20] 

normal hard/soft thresholding was concentrated to Shift 

Invariant Discrete Wavelet Transform. To obtain the 

number of basis functions, in [21], Shift Invariant Wavelet 

Packet Decomposition (SIWPD) is exploited. Using the 

principle of Minimum description length, finds the basis 

function which yields the smallest length. Then, 

thresholding is used to denoise the data.  

Use of multiwavelets is further explored which 

enhances the performance but it increase the computational 

complexity. By applying more than one mother function to 

given dataset, multiwavelets are generated. It possesses the 

properties like symmetry, short support, foremost is the 

higher order of vanishing moments. In [22], combination of 

invariance and multiwavelets shows the superior results with 

the Lena image. 

d) Wavelet coefficient model: 

It focuses on exploring the multiresolution properties of 

wavelet transform. By observing the signal across multiple 

resolutions, this technique identifies the close correlation of 

signal at different resolutions. This method gives the 

excellent results but is computationally less feasible due to 

cost and complexity. The Wavelet coefficients can be 

modelled either in the statistical or deterministic way.  

1) Deterministic: 

It involves making of tree structure of wavelet coefficients 

with each level in the tree representing scale of 

transformation and nodes representing the wavelet 

coefficients. It is adopted in [23].At particular node, if the 

wavelet coefficient has the strong presence than the signal, 

its presence is more pronounced at the parent nodes itself. If 

there is noisy coefficient, then its consistent presence is 

missing. In [24], tree structure is tracked using wavelet local 

maxima .Another method is proposed by Dunoho [25] using 

wavelet coefficient method. 

2) Statistical Modelling: 

This approach explores some interesting properties of 

Wavelet Transform such as local correlation between 

neighbouring wavelets and multiple and global correlation 

between the wavelet coefficients etc.It has the inherent goal 

of perfecting the data of image by using Wavelet 

Transforms. A review of statistical properties can be found 

in [26] and [27].  

3) Spatial-Frequency Filtering: 

Spatial-frequency filtering refers use of low pass filters using 

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). In frequency smoothing 

methods [11] the removal of the noise is achieved by 

designing a frequency domain filter and adapting a cut-off 

frequency when the noise components are deco related from 

the useful signal in the frequency domain. These methods are 

time consuming and depend on the cut-off frequency and the 

filter function behavior. Furthermore, they may produce 

artificial frequencies in the processed image. 

C. Filtering Data-Adaptive Transforms:  

Now-a-days, a new method called Independent Component 

Analysis (ICA) has gained the worldwide attention. In 

denoising non-gaussian data, the ICA method was 

successfully implemented [27, 28].One property of ICA is to 

assume the signal which is Non-gaussian which is helpful to 

denoise the images with Gaussian and Non-Gaussian 

distribution. The demerit of ICA based as compared to 

wavelet based method are the cost of computation because it 

uses the sliding window and requires the sample of noise-

free data or at least some frames of the image or scene. It is 

very difficult to find the noise free data in some applications. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Denoising algorithm‟s performance is measured using the 

quantitative performance measures such as signal-to-noise 

ratio (SNR) and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) as well as 

visual quality of images. Currently, gaussian noise model 

can be assumed for many techniques. This may not be 

always true because of source of noise and nature varied 
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sources of noise. A priori knowledge is required in ideal 

denoising algorithms, whereas practical procedure do not 

have the information. For comparing the performance with 

different algorithms, most of the algorithms assume variance 

of the noise and noise model. To test the performance of 

algorithm, Gaussian noise with different values is added in 

the natural images. 

Due to the limitations in providing sparse 

representation of data, use of FFT is restricted in filtering. 

For its properties like multiresolution, sparsity and 

multistage nature, wavelet transform is best suited for its 

performance. Issue of complexity is also to be considered. 

Techniques of thresholding used with Discrete Wavelet 

Transform is simplest to use. Multiwavelets and UDWT 

Non-orthogonal wavelets improve the performance at the 

cost of overhead in the computation. HMM seems to be 

complex but promising technique. While comparing 

different algorithms, it is very important not to delete the 

comparison details. Some papers did not mention the 

wavelet used and neither the wavelet transform 

decomposition level was mentioned. Future research will 

focus on building the reliable statistical model of non-

orthogonal wavelet coefficients based on interscale and 

intrascale correlations. Such models can be deputed properly 

to achieve the aim of Image Denoising and compression. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, numerous amounts of Image Denoising 

Techniques are discussed and it might be possible to get 

confused with all the methodologies, so it is important to 

summarize all of those to regain the full content of the 

paper. The selection of Denoising technique depends on 

what kind of denoising is required. Further, it depends on 

what kind of information is required. Few examples, based 

on literature review done in this paper. Fuzzy model will be 

a good choice to represent the region boundaries ambiguity. 

It would be a good choice if we use neural model. As the 

future perspective can be seen, the mentioned methods can 

be implemented that to look how it can be used on different 

images. With different spatial resolution, different 

behaviours of same image would be quite interesting. 

Addition of existing quantative analysis of recent denoising 

techniques would be quite helpful.  

Fuzzy model in diffusion filters for digital image 

denoising is not been explored yet, Diffusion filter with 

fuzzy logic can be a good method for denoising. It can 

reduce computational cost and improve the SNR 

incomparision with sate of art methods. 
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